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Lake blue high heels, fresh and elegant. Heel design using two color stitching, white sharp heel gives a visual illusion, particularly
interesting. The gloss of the upper clean and soft, showing a low-key and elegant texture.
This simple metallic orange high heels refined, upper smooth texture, ladies favorite footwear. Wearing a pair of high heels to go on
the Champs-Elysées, the kind of romantic and elegant atmosphere feel very comfortable.
The use of the fish-scale pattern for this pair of shoes to add a little more stylish and sexy. Heel at the little details of the of Top Gloria
pursuit quality philosophy, the white sharp with this footwear has become particularly can be said with a little creativity will create a
new trend.
Brand area< p > brand: poove & ampreg< br / > brand positioning: to create a global youth exclusive brand products poove &
ampreg7-PE& reglong attention on youth exclusive product operations, target consumers aged 8-16 years old group of teenagers, to
create "the first brand exclusive product for the youth of the world! < br / > Product Positioning: teenagers exclusive products < br / >
Product Portfolio: poove & ampregproducts include youth footwear, Junior Apparels, youth and other accessories three categories of
products, product style to fashion, leisure and for leading direction, in function of the products note heavy according to the young
consumer groups at the different growth stage of physical characteristics and psychological characteristics, with young and lively,
active characteristic and aesthetic taste, customized products exclusive version of the type, material, color and craft, to meet
consumer demand for personalized, and pay attention to and emphasize the growth of adolescent health care! 
Riccardo and Givenchy designer Tisc launched the AF shoes 
NIKE. The concept of running the Adidas Raf Simons and well-known designers also exposed. This highly technological sense of the
shoe, is definitely a new move. Color is also a breakthrough, including pink, light blue, green and red, and so on, making the overall
looks more dynamic. The series includes a total of 20 different designs. Interested friends, remember to pay attention to the follow-up
report PKPOP. 
/>
fashion brand KENZO brand vans with the movement of the joint has been sustained for several quarters, it is such a joint, in order to
make us more exposed to the original KENZO this is far from the traditional fashion, become a young man can easily control the
fashion. 
< p > yesterday you must have seen a pair of name "Flying Tiger" (tiger) of the slip on shoes, in fact, and vans in the fall of the joint
series can not only the double. Today, we'll show you the whole series. The entire series of the Chinese Communist Party included six
shoes, respectively, to "TIGER FLYING", "CLOUDS DAY" and "BOLT LIGHTNING" named. Just as its name implies, shoes design
respectively using the tiger, clouds and lightning elements, were presented in vans classic shoes on. The shoe is also more than just
Authentic, which joined the Slip-On and Chukka style, so that the entire joint series is more rich. Like the words can now go to the
KENZO's online store to buy. 
Brand areaThe concept of 
GP: < br / > GIOVANI pat (Geovanni BAI) promote a young fashion, has the independent consciousness, courage to face inner
fashion women's advocates, and follow the classic Italian technology, to create a free and comfortable new realm, for urban women to
provide elegant fashion exclusive shoes cabinet. "in order to create something unique, all your brain must focus on subtle." -- Giorgio
Armani
"the world is not the rich world, nor the right people of the world. It is the caring people in the world." - Eileen Chang
foreign customs JBF team has brought us new. This time they bring us the Nike classic shoes air max 1 "GTD", can see nike air
yeezy 2 Red October red color will become the focus of this year, the JBF due to customs chooses the red color, playing material
design and the shoe body respectively with the snake scales, crocodile texture combination, the crowning touch is lacing the tassel
design, can be described as fantastic, by custom shoes masterpiece, this sense of interested friends may wish to pay more attention
to PKPOP follow-up reports! 
/>
with the sport of running more and more sought after by everyone, many sports brand is also resorted to use all one's skill. Today to
introduce Japanese sports giant, one of the world four big shoes ASICs. In earlier in the Nanshan poly Cultural Plaza opened the
asics running concept store will be running high-end concept through to the end. Shop decoration use ASICs unique navy blue tone,
men and women commodity partition decoration, store also has the city's only a 3D foot measuring instrument to ensure's running
shoes to create the personal weapon. In addition the store also has indoor treadmill, available for guests to experience the thrill of
running shoes and end foot. For running this activity is interested friends may wish to shop experience a lot of. "Comfortable shoes
comfortable, not only know that we also know" - Shenzhen Nanshan Asics running concept store address: Nanshan District City,
Shenzhen poly Cultural Plaza 35-36 A1 contact phone: 13322934524
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] January 15 news, the reporter was informed fashion electricity providers ASOS sports
brand Puma (PUMA) with the launch of a new sports clothing line. This series is dedicated to love sports apparel fashion people
launch capsule collection that can make fashion to maintain a good image in motion. Prior to fast fashion brand H & ampM also
launched its own dedicated sports series apparel, sportswear and fashion combine more closely. 
The sports series include jogging shoes, long-sleeved sweatshirts, sportswear and loose piece straight dress, etc., the entire series
is an urban sportswear style of the 1990s. Imagine bold prints, black and white color color and metal accessories, and other details
give this series of sports apparel fashion elements added. 
With the launch of this series of ASOS sports apparel, they also launched a series of clothing advertising, and guide consumers to
choose this series of clothing worn occasions, such as street dance can be selected in this series. 
According to the reporter, ASOS start (PUMA) cooperation in 2012 when the Puma. ASOS brand ASOS Black and PUMA (PUMA)
work together to create a joint men's series, from simple shapes of T-shirts to fine suits, in classic design elements into a science
and technology, the pursuit of fashion decency reach, solid ride durable effect. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and
most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network global fashion brand network.)
Hugo Boss (Hugo Boss) is a well-known German world-renowned luxury brand. It is designed shoes, do not follow the crowd,
restrained and elegant design, no hypocritical details, and no extra accessories, attached great importance to the traditional image,
useful German taste.



Navy blue sandals
The Hugo Boss (Hugo Boss) navy blue sandals, adhering to the design concept Hugo Boss (Hugo Boss), restrained and elegant
design style, no extra accessories, there is no hypocritical details, a very simple a women's shoes.
Black high heels
Hugo Boss (Hugo Boss) The black high-heeled shoes, calfskin leather texture, with snakeskin lines, a simple and elegant external
image. Very simple and straightforward, without adding any modification, change the shape of an elegant high-heeled shoes.
Crocodile striae fish head high heels
Hugo Boss (Hugo Boss) This Croco fish head high-heeled shoes, the lining material is to make the choice of crocodile leather
texture. Fish head toe model, but also one of the popular elements of the shoe, it is simple and capable.
Thin black heels
The thin black high-heeled shoes with high heels, a women's shoes Hugo Boss (Hugo Boss). Mature black, the hollow carved design
with heel, that is able to highlight its own personality, there will not be exaggerated feeling contrived.
Goatskin high heels
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